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balzer projects is pleased to present New Zealand/British artist David Rickard’s first solo 
show in Switzerland. Entitled A bag of Atoms. 


David Rickard is a New Zealand born artist (*1975) who lives and works in London, UK. 
Through a process-based practice his works investigate the inherent material properties of 
our surrounding environment and the spatial relationships between people, objects and 
architecture.


The phrase ’A bag of Atoms’ may refer to an incredibly small bag somehow containing a 
discrete number of atoms, or perhaps it is the materiality of the bag itself, being formed of 
several billion atoms. This interpretive slippage forms the nucleus of the exhibition and 
reveals the fluidity of our perspective in relation to the physical materiality and spatial 
interrelationships of everyday objects. 


The exhibition includes several installations that will occupy the entire gallery and beyond, 
such as the expansive work ’36 lines describing a truncated cone - obliquely’ which traces a 
circle of suspended plumb bobs plotted through all of the gallery spaces to form part of a 
vast cone in both appearance and reality. Two aspects are highlighted here: Firstly, visual 
perspective means that the vertical lines will always appear to be converging to form a 
virtual cone terminated by a vanishing point. Secondly, gravitational pull determines that all 
vertical lines intersect and hence, although imperceivable, the projected plumb lines will 
eventually intersect to form an extremely long cone which terminates over 6000km below. 


The exploration of an expanded perspective is also found in the work ‘We are all 
Astronauts’, a cross-continental installation which documents four precise locations in 
Mozambique, Central Brazil, Western Australia and French Polynesia that are found at equal 
latitude but separated by increments of exactly 90degree in longitude. With the help of local 
collaborators, wooden right-angled markers were installed at each site to form four corners 
of a single square mapped around the globe. Before leaving the sites each corner was 
documented looking true north to form the final series of photographs. 


A further two works with international reach are ‘Vertical Horizon’ and ‘Gravity 
(daydreaming of sleepwalking)’, both of which connect antipodal locations. ‘Vertical 
Horizon’ presents a split-screen projection of seascapes filmed in Hokitika, New 
Zealand and Castro de Barona, Spain. With the projected horizons rotated into opposite 
orientations waves now roll outwards from a single, connected vertical horizon. The 
work ‘Gravity (daydreaming of sleepwalking)’, also involves water, however in this case 
watercolour paint connects the antipodal locations. By saturating the top edge of 
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vertically hung paper with black watercolour a droplet eventually breaks free and is pulled 
by gravity down the length of paper. Repeating this process at antipodal locations results in 
‘up becoming down’ and the drips travelling in the opposite directions.


‘Star Gazer’ engages an experimental re-working of Johannes Kepler’s Mysterium 
Cosmographicum. Kepler’s theory proposed the discovery of God’s geometrical plan for the 
universe by determining that the five platonic solids nested inside of each other relate 
proportionally to the orbits of the five know planets. The theory proved to be relatively 
inaccurate and was later crushed by the discovery of Uranus and Neptune. Rickard’s work 
is formed by a Star Gazer firework rocket bouncing off the faceted interior an icosahedron,  
the twenty sided platonic form that surrounds our planet earth within Kepler’s Mysterium 
Cosmographicum. By later unfolding the icosahedron, a triangulated star map emerges of 
an explosive event within the boundaries of an ideal system.


In contrast to the installations that map expansive systems are two more intimate works; 
’Post Revolution’ and ’57 grams hung drawn and quartered’, both of which continue 
Rickard’s fascination with the physical properties of our everyday environment. These small 
wall mounted pieces pick apart the temporal and physical properties of the materials 
aluminium and bronze. In the case of ‘Post Revolution’ the title may trigger connotations of 
political, cultural or perhaps industrial revolutions, however being formed from a re-cast 
aluminium car wheel it is the physical history of the aluminium material that provides the first 
reading. The title of the work ‘Hung, drawn and quartered’ references a form of torture and 
execution engaged in England during the Middle Ages which physically dissected human 
victims. However, in this case the victim is 57 grams of bronze, which is equally quartered 
within the four nails used to fix the work to the wall. A further 57 grams of ‘potential bronze’ 
is drawn into wire and then woven into a fine mesh of nine parts copper to one part tin 
before being hung between the bronze nails. 


As the title of the exhibition suggests, ‘A bag of Atoms’ may refer to the physicality and 
concepts within each one of the works shown at balzer projects, or the exhibition as a 
whole, or even the collective global bag of atoms of which we all form a part.
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